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|   CROSSWORD BY RAPUNZEL   |

Across

9 Arraigned tumble tumble into a seagreen soup. (7,8)

10 Bullet position for heavy metal ‘Ball’. (4,3)

12 Partly for elegance, dressage involves this, left or right. (7)

13 A silk or a junior joins princess for seamless slides across

 the notes. (9)

14 Fool doctor in two? (5)

15 Dour pun gives rise to shout over. (5,2)

18 Is Perth about a groovy saint’s doubt? (7)

21 Remove Roundhead from skirt, place in Central Ireland,

 shake, and leave scot free in these. (5)

23 Segregate strange-looking festive ovum. (6,3)

25 Offi cer commanding on new head or fi rst second puisne judge?

 (1,6)

26 ‘Deep Purple’ sets doctor around vessel for a talking horse. (4,3)

29 One thing leading to another. Unhinged then hinged? (4,11)

Down

1 Wader alibis bundy off. (4)

2 Afternoon abbreviation drops babe in it. (4)

3 Sup with Spode? Pseudo presumed. (8)

4 Part of the fi rst fi rst arm, part of the fi rst second arm,
 part of the fi rst third arm (Oz). (6)

5 Directed Birth of a Nation (US). Assistant producer
 Birth of a Nation (Oz). (8)

6 Cardinal dislike? (6)

7 Iron edge to entry condition? (3,5)

8 Clasp around his heart a ‘negative ion’ redhead nightie. (8)

11 Hades love ‘hi’. (5)

15 Bribes gardeners’ semi-fi nals? (4-4)

16 Free United Nations washrooms’ measure. (8)

17 Is purely in other words an infl amation of the lungs. (8)

19 Paltrier preparation is not favoured by the Court
 for this conference. (8)

20 Two shots up for this high fl ier. ((5)

22 Carbon free gossip, for walking. (6)

24 Corrupt southeastern Italian leader. (6)

27 Downpour sounds the rule. (4)

28 Formally eat back Blyton. (4)

For solutions see page 114


